Yewno Discover’s platform is host to millions of concepts and documents, so dealing with all of these potential connections can be overwhelming at first. Once you have familiarized yourself with our basic functionality using the “Step-by-Step Guide”, where we showed you how to hone in on specific relationships, concepts, and documents you want to explore, you are ready for Yewno Discover’s advanced features. Tools like “Multi-Select” and “Layers” allow you to visualize how our AI Inference engine infers relationships when the literature doesn’t yet show it.

Create the Knowledgegraph

Enter the concepts/search terms “Knowledge retrieval” and “Hacker”.

As you can see, there is no “visual” connection between the concepts, but we can create one......
Generate a relationship

Click on “Multi-Select” and then on “Multiple Concepts”. Within the blue-banded window, select your two concepts “Hacker” and “Knowledge retrieval”. These concepts are now highlighted in yellow.

See “Generate Relationship” at the top of your window – it is now active. Click on it and a new Knowledgegraph will be generated, showing you the inferred connect.

The new Knowledgegraph is a “Layer”

To explore any concepts and their relationships, select any of the strings. All these connections are a “Layer” within the Yewno Discover environment and can be accessed again by clicking on the “Layers” icon.
Pursue new concepts

Selecting “Information Security” in this new layer, the “Context Panel” on the left side of the screen will change to adapt to your new search. You can’t add new concepts to your search in this mode though. You have to be in your original Knowledgegraph to add new search terms.

Modifying your search

Clicking on “Layers” brings you to a window displaying different layers of indirect relationships and your original search. Select your original search layer to add concepts.
Hypothesizing

Once you have returned to your original layer, you can add more concepts or generate connections between different concepts to aid in your hypothesis. Feel free to take screenshots of your Knowledgegraph using our camera tool (these will be saved in your Journey) or your computer’s screenshot functionality.